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Our Autumn term Primary SEN offer
Primary SENCO District Network 21-22

SENCO Refresher 2021 (Webinar)

Working with Pupils with SEND for
Support Staff (Webinar)

Research shows that the most effective and
sustainable professional learning is through
collaborative, collegiate communities with a
specific focus. The SENCO District Network
provides a structure within which SENCOs
are facilitated to develop their knowledge and
understanding through research, and
implementation of strategies to improve
outcomes for learners.

The half day virtual
course has been
created for
experienced SENCos
who wish to update
their knowledge and understanding of the role
and develop their skills to enable them to
undertake the role more effectively.

This 3 session course provides
LSAs with an understanding of
their role when working with
pupils with SEND. It will provide
an opportunity for participants
to examine their role in
developing relationships with pupils and how the
language they use can have a positive or
negative impact on the pupil and others.

19 Oct 21

13:30-15:30

19 Oct 21

09:00-12:00

Starts 13 Sep 21

12:30-15:30

Sub £75 / SLA £40 / Full £90

Sub £95 / SLA £75 / Full £114

Sub £310 / SLA £270 / Full £372

Primary SENCO Network

SENCo Refresher

SEND support

Accelerating the Progress of Children
with SEND in Reading 2021-22
(Webinar)

Accelerating the Progress of Children
with SEND in Writing 21-22 (Webinar)

Accelerating the Progress of Children
with SEND in Mathematics 21-22
(Webinar)

A one day course to provide delegates with
secure knowledge of how children learn to
read. This will include approaches to develop
fluency and reading
stamina. Delegates will
have time to reflect on the
needs of a child they are
teaching and create a
bespoke plan to support the child.

The course will provide
delegates with secure
knowledge of how children
learn to write, and the skills
required. We will explore
the areas of difficulty that some children may
have during the writing process and strategies to
address these. Delegates will have time to reflect
on the needs of a child they are teaching and
create a bespoke plan to support the learner.

A practical course for teachers and LSAs
focussing on effective CPA strategies to enable
pupils to conceptually understand and fluently
recall multiplication tables facts expected by the
end of Year 2 (end of key stage 1 standards),
Year 3 and Year 4. The session will develop
teachers’ use of diagnostic assessment to
inform planning the use of effective, practical
teaching strategies for pupils finding the
learning and recall of tables facts challenging.

20 Oct 21

09:00-16:00

23 Nov 21

09:00-16:00

14 Oct 21

09:15-15:30

Sub £250 / SLA £215 / Full £300

Sub £250 / SLA £215 / Full £300

Sub £180 / SLA £150 / Full £216

SEND reading

SEND writing

Accelerating mathematics

Our Autumn term Secondary SEN offer
A Mathematics Planning Tool to
support pupils with SEND 21-22
(Webinar)

Supporting pupils with SEND in Design
and Technology in Primary School
(Webinar)

This course will
focus on the
effective use of the
SEND planning tool
in mathematics for
pupils with SEN.
This document is
designed to support attainment and progress
of pupils with SEN at KS1 and KS2, in
number and place value; addition and
subtraction; multiplication and division and
fractions.

Practical guidance on
how you might advise
teachers when
planning to support
children with special
educational needs in
design and technology. We will examine
curriculum planning for SEND in D&T and look at,
examples of how lesson plans may be adapted to
address a range of learning needs and how we
can ensure pupils can access and produce
successful initial design work.

7 Oct, 4 Nov 21

09:15-11:45

16 Nov 21

09:30-12:30

Sub £185 SLA £145 Full £222

Sub £210 / SLA £180 / Full £252

Planning SEND

SEND design

How to book
All training can be booked via our Learning
Zone.
To search for a specific course, type the
keywords provided in the ‘Find Learning’ box,
then click ‘See Classes’ for details of available
dates and times.
Need help?
To speak to a member of the HTLC bookings
team, please contact:
htlc.courses@hants.gov.uk
For other queries please contact:
htlcdev@hants.gov.uk
Tel: 01962 874820
Learning Zone guidance
Click here for guidance on accessing the
Learning Zone and managing bookings.
Further training opportunities

Autumn 21-22 Secondary SENCO Professionals’ Network (Webinar)
Half termly twilight virtual meetings to support the development of SEND leadership, provision, and
practice in Hampshire secondary schools. These afternoon sessions will provide an invaluable
opportunity for your SENCO to access all that is current in terms of the national agenda; network with
colleagues for the local perspective; explore universal and specialist aspects of the leadership of SEND
in schools, and support them in the development of the principles, building blocks and methodology to
enable teachers to make effective provision for students with SEND.
These sessions are run termly. Please ensure that you also book on the spring term network.
21 Sept & 16 Nov 21
Sub £80 / SLA £75 / Full £96

14:00-15:30

Secondary SENCO

Follow this link for details of all our upcoming
training opportunities.
Don’t forget to visit our Moodle site!
HIAS SEN Moodle

